
 

THE PERFECT
DONATION PAGE

CHECKLIST



C O N T E N T

To convert visitors into donors, your  CTA (Call to Action) should invoke a sense

of urgency without being pushy. Instead of using Donate Now, help your

visitors understand what your nonprofit does. Try a CTA like Help children get
clean water for life. Donate Now!

The top of your donation page is the first thing people will see; make

sure you grab their attention. Visitors should understand who you are,

what you do, and what you're asking for. Write a short and compelling

headline. 

2. WRITE A COMPELLING MESSAGE

Show people that you're working hard on making a difference. Use

emotional content to tell visitors why they should make a donation to

your organization. Be specific and clear.

 

3. USE A POWERFUL CTA 

4. MAKE YOUR COPY DONOR-CENTRIC 

Put the donor at the center of your communication. Be sure to include at

least twice as many ‘you’ words as ‘we’ words.

INCLUDE A POWERFUL HEADLINE1.

CONTENT

DESIGN

6. BE CONSISTENT WITH YOUR BRAND

Your donation page should include all your branding elements like

logo, colors, and font. This consistency helps visitors identify who you

are, while establishing trust. 

Too many distractions can drive visitors away from completing a

donation. Make sure you remove all possible friction (navigation bar,

video, etc) that could drive the visitors' attention away. 

5, EASY NAVIGATION



There is nothing more annoying for a mobile user than to be faced with

a clumsy page that requires them to zoom in to read it. Make sure your

donation page automatically resize on smartphones and tablets.

8. USE  ONE POWERFUL VISUAL

Too many visuals might distract the donor from the primary call to action.

If you use visual content make sure it is compelling and relevant to your

mission. Use photos of people you're actually helping to communicate who

you are and what you do. Avoid stock photos.

7. MAKE IT MOBILE FRIENDLY

DONATION FORM

10. DIVIDE FORMS INTO SEMANTIC GROUPS

It can be overwhelming to ask for all the information in one long-form.

Breaking up the form into the following sections will make the donation

process easier for the reader: Contact information, Address information
and Payment Information.

A general rule is to ask donors for the minimum information you need

so that you don’t overwhelm them. You can always get more

information from users after they make a gift.

9. KEEP IT TO A MINIMUM AMOUNT OF INFORMATION

11. SUGGEST GIVING LEVELS

Social norms motivate human beings. By including suggested donation

amounts, or giving levels, you are showing donors the amount that is

"appropriate" to give. Often donors appreciate the help, as long as the

amounts are realistic, relevant to the campaign and specific.

Recurring giving is good for your organization in that it provides more

predictable revenue. To encourage recurring giving, explain to donors

why recurring donations are needed and the impact they can have. 

12. OFFER A RECURRING DONATION OPTION



13. SHOW THAT YOU ARE TRUSTWORTHY

Many donors are concerned about the trustworthiness of the organization

and the security of their information. Charitable registration number,
privacy policy, and SSL certificate are must-have elements to enhance

trustwhorthiness.

THANK YOUR DONORS

15. INCLUDE SOCIAL SHARE BUTTONS

Allow people to share their donation on social networks. Hopefully,

they will inspire their family and friends to do the same.

After securing the donation, the work continues. Now you being

building a long term relationship with your donor. Saying thank you in

a warm and genuine way can make all the difference

14. HAVE A WARM CONFIRMATION PAGE

17. TEST IT

Once you've checked all the boxes from the list above, you should test

the donation process. How long does it take you? Is the form easy to

complete? Is the design clean and seamless? Ask your team mates to do

the same and make your changes accordingly.

To really understand how your donation page visitors are converting

to donors, you will need to track your donation page's effectiveness.

For instance, you can use Google Analytics to track time on page and

conversion rate.

16. USE ANALYTICS

TRACK EFFECTIVENESS



KEELA HELPS YOU GET THE MOST 
OF YOUR DONATION PAGE

BOOK A DEMO →

Build custom donation forms
and remove barriers to giving

SHARE 
Send this resource to a friend or colleague:

SEND  NOW
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